Time and again teachers of foreign languages a r e reminded of the importance of being aware of the difference between languages, for differences constitute learning problems. And different native languages can constitute different learning problems in learning the same foreign language. Some attention has also been given to the all-too-often neglected importance of seeking possible differences within "similarities," for "similarities" have been found to be "differences" and therefore they too constitute problems.
bilabial, alveolar (dental), and velar stops in final position. The foreign language is English. The native languages a r e Tagalog, Javanese, Thai, Mandarin, and Japanese.
We shall now examine the learning problems involved when native speakers of these five languages produce the six stops in final position in English, with special attention to the voiced velar stop /g/.l There a r e pairs of words in English that are semantically and linguistically different. The minimal phonological difference is voicing. As far as the six stops in English are concerned, this minimal difference can occur initially, intervocalically, and finally (though these a r e not of course the only possibilities). Let u s now study the occurrences of the bilabial, alveolar (dental), and velar stops in these six languages. 
Mandarin Japanese
The final stops a r e realized in the following allophones. 
In other words, the Tagalog speaker has the linguistic experience in producing the six stops a s well as the linguistic habit of producing them in final position.
Tagalog familiar lg experience familiar lg habit
There is no learning problem for the Javanese and Thai speakers in producing the three voiceless stops. Similar to English, the three voiceless stops occur in both native languages, and in final position.
English
Javanese Thai There a r e two major types of production problems involved First, the substitution of the voiceless stops for the voiced ones by Javanese and Thai speakers. In Javanese and Thai, only voiceless stops occur in final position.
Second, the addition of vowels to the final stops by Mandarin and Japanese speakers. In Mandarin and Japanese, stops do not occur in final position.
We shall take up the Javanese and Thai speakers first. If we look at the nature of the substitution made by the Javanese and Thai speakers, we see an obvious similarity between the two, that is, both speakers produce the voiceless set for the voiced ones in English.
Javanese Thai
If we study the linguistic habit necessary for producing the three voiced stops in English, the similarity i s not parallel any more.
In Javanese, the three voiceless stops and the three voiced stops a r e contrastive in initial and intervocalic positions. In final position, the voiced set does not occur. The contrast between the voiceless s e t and voiced one in initial and in intervocalic positions is within the Javanese speaker's linguistic experience. The new linguistic habit he needs to acquire is the voiced s e t in final position.
In other words, he must acquire new linguistic habits to supplement familiar linguistic experiences.
Javanese familiar lg experience new lg habit
In English, vowels that occur before voiced consonants a r e longer than those #at occur before voiceless ones. Thus an additional habit which the Javanese speaker should acquire is to produce the vowels before the voiced stops longer than those before the voiceless stops. If he produces vowel length followed by voiceless stops, native speakers of English may react to the voiceless set preceded by the longer vowels as the voiced set.
F o r example:
There is no vowel length in Javanese. If the Javenese speaker is allowed to substitute the voiceless stops for the voiced ones, then he must produce the predictably distributed difference in vowel length. Difference in vowel length to him, however, is not only a new linguistic habit but also a new linguistic experience. But to teach the Thai speaker to produce the voiced velar stop in final position in English i s different from teaching the same stop to the Javanese speaker i n two ways.
First, there is a similarity in substitution-both the Javanese and the Thai tend to produce the voiceless stop for the voiced one.
But in Javanese, there is:
In Thai, the contrast in voicing does not occur in any position with the velar articulation. Between the Javanese speaker and the Thai speaker, the substitution of the voiceless stops for the voiced one is similar. But for each speaker, the linguistic experience and the linguistic habit concerned in producing the voiced set a r e not similar. Learning to produce the voiced velar stop in English, the Javanese speaker must acquire a new linguistic experience (short and long vowels) to form a new linguistic habit (long vowels only) followed by a familiar linguistic experience (/d) but a new linguistic habit ([ -g] There is a similarity in the production of the voiceless and the voiced sets-Mandarin and Japanese speakers produce all six stops.
E nglis h
Mandarin Japanese
There is also a similarity in the addition of a vowel to all the stops--English words that end in C now end in CV.
English
There is a difference i n the vowels added. The Mandarin speaker consistently adds /a/ to all six stops. The Japanese speaker adds the high-back /u/ to the bilabial /p,b/ and the velar /k,g/ stops, and the mid-back / o / to the alveolar /t,d/ stops.
There is a contrast in English between words that end with a stop and words with the same sound sequence followed by /a/. The Mandarin speaker will pronounce coke /kowk/ a s /koka/, and the Japanese speaker will pronounce cook /kuk/ as /kuku/. The Mandarin speaker will pronounce Jude /ruwd/ as /iuda/, and the Japanese speaker will pronounce it a s /judo/. 
Let u s now look at the relationship between substitutions made and new linguistic habits needed.
.
Speakers of different native languages may have similar substitutions which may be considered as similar to the allophones required in the foreign language. We may then say that there is no substitution made and therefore there is no new linguistic habit needed.
English
Tagalog Javanese Thai
The Tagalog speaker needs to establish no new linguistic habit in producing the English [ -p,-t,-k,-b,-d,-g] . Neither the Javanese speaker nor the Thai speaker needs to establish any new linguistic habit in producing the English [ -p,-t,-k] .
2. Speakers of different native languages may have similar substitutions and need to establish similar habits.
Both the Javanese speaker and the Thai speaker must learn to produce the voiced stops in final position.
.
Speakers of different native languages may have similar substitutions but need different linguistic habits.
The Javanese speaker must produce [ -g] , the Thai speaker /g/.
Speakers of different native languages may have different substitutions but need to establish a similar linguistic habit.
The Mandarin and the Japanese speakers need the similar habit of eliminating the vowel after the stops. CV > C.
5. Native spakers of different languages can have different substitutions and need to acquire different habits.
The Mandarin speaker must produce [ -g] ; the Japanese speaker must separate [ -g] and [ -9 1 .
Five types of relationship of substitutions made and new linguistic habits needed have been described here. 
We must then look for a different set of relationships concerning "similarities" and "differences .IT "Different" linguistic experience as well a s "different" linguistic habits a r e "differences ." "Similar" linguistic experiences with "different" linguistic habits a r e not similarities, they are "differences : T "Different" linguistic habits that a r e "similarly" different from the same foreign language a r e not differences, they are "similarities." (Two linguistic habits may be different from each other, and yet they may be similarly different from the same desired In language learning when differences among languages are differences and when similarities a r e found also to be differences, different exercises must be used to achieve a similar desired habit in the foreign language. When differences a r e found to be similarities, then the same exercises can be used to acquire a similar desired habit in the foreign language. Where there i s no linguistic experience, there can be no linguistic habit. A linguistic habit i s always a linguistic experience; a linguistic experience is not always a linguistic habit. It is only after the juxtaposed details among languages are bared that effective foreign language teaching can be achieved through con 3T0 assign the unreleased voiceless stops in final position to the aspirated or to the unaspirated stops is not our primary concern here. For simplicity they are assigned to the unaspirated set.
*Final aspirated voiceless stops, although "possible", are rare and stylistically very restricted in English.
5The Japanese /b/ also has an allophone 181 which does not occur in English.
%he Thai speaker may also produce /nag/ as ha,] . The glottal stop occurs in English but it is non-phonemic.
